
NH EMERGENCY MEDICAL & TRAUMA SERVICES 
COORDINATING BOARD 

 
Division of Fire Standards and Training & Emergency Medical Services 

Richard M. Flynn Fire Academy 
Concord, NH 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING  

(Approved) 
March 17, 2016 

 
 
Members Present: Grant Turpin (Chair), Michael Cloutier, Jason Grey, 

Mike Harnois, Eric Jaeger, Don Johnson, Jeremy 
LaPlante, Stacy Meier, Chad Miller, Richard Murphy, 
Richard O’Brien, Greg Placy, and Peter Row 

 
Members Absent: Susanna Ayers, Doreen Gilligan, Frank Hubbell, 

Matthew Petrin, Eric Schelberg, David Strang, Jeremy 
Thibeault, and Helene Zielinski 

 
Division Staff: Deputy Chief Jon Bouffard, Captains: Vicki Blanchard, 

Chip Cooper, and Kathy Higgins-Doolan; Richard 
Cloutier (compliance) and June Connor (administrative 
assistant) 

 
Guests: Jeanne Erickson, Steve Erickson, Fred Heinrich, Janet 

Houston, and Todd Robinson 
 
NOTE:  “Action items” are in bold red. 
 
I. Call to Order 
Item 1. Welcome 
The CB meeting was called to order at 1:00PM by Chair Grant Turpin.  A quorum 
was present with 12 voting members present.   Peter Row arrived at 1:35PM, 
increasing the quorum to 13. 
 
Item 2. Introductions  
Chair Turpin dispensed with formal introductions as no one new was present. 
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II. Approval of the Minutes 
Item 1. January 21, 2016 
Motion made by Richard O’Brien; seconded by Mike Harnois– to accept the 
minutes, as written, from the Coordinating Board meeting held on January 21, 
2016; passed unanimously. 
 
III. Report of the Bureau Chief of EMS – J. Bouffard for N. Mercuri 
Legislative Update: 

• Licensed Alcohol and Drug counselor at the Academy – This bill passed 
the House Committee but the Finance Committee voted 10-0 to “ITL” it 
(inexpedient to legislate); it will have to be brought forth again next year.  

• EMS Bill (modified locations where paramedics can work) – passed all 
committees and is going to the House floor for a vote.  A section specifying 
the list of different types of healthcare facilities was added to the bill.   

• Impersonation Bill (illegal to impersonate an EMS provider or firefighter) 
– out of committee and is going to the House floor; it was voted “ought to 
pass” on April 9th. 

• Ambulance Marking Bill (HB 1131) – This bill would have revoked last 
year’s bill of the same name.  Last year’s passed law will stand, and 
ambulance markings will still have to be removed from ambulances that are 
sold for private use and no longer used as ambulances.  

• HB 1475 (Line of Duty Death Benefits for Teachers) – This proposed bill 
failed (195-160 vote) in the House on March 9th. 

• EMS rules – These have gone to the Commissioner’s legal counsel, which 
begins the rule-making process. 

• CPR in schools – failed in the House 
 
Grants: 

• Ambulance and OB mannequin – Purchase orders have been issued.  The 
bid process is the next step. 

• Infection control – Details are being worked out with DHHS on how the 
money will be spent. 

• Narcan training – We are continuing to work with DHHS to provide more 
law enforcement trainers.  (NOTE:  EMS providers do not need to take the 
trainer program in order to educate the public.) 

• User Management Module – awaiting a funding letter.  Thanks go out to 
Chip Cooper for all of the work he is doing on this. 

• NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) review for 
the EMS System – The review will be moving forward now that a funding 
letter has been received. 
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Education: 
• Simulation Program Coordinator – The job description is being expanded 

to include a specialist who will help to bring the program across the state. 
• Warm Zone training – This should go out by March 23rd.  Feedback has 

been favorable for this 45 minute program. 
• Video conferencing equipment – This is now installed at the Academy as 

well as at the 45th Parallel; two events have been broadcast so far.  The 
equipment will be installed in Gorham within the next couple of weeks with 
Bethlehem to follow shortly thereafter. 

 
IV. Committee / Board Reports 
Item 1. NH EMS Medical Control Board report – V. Blanchard for F. 
Hubbell 

• The MCB met this morning, March 17, 2016 at 9:00AM.  
• Highlights of the meeting: 

* Dr. Patrick Lanzetta submitted his resignation from the MCB after 16 
years of service.  He will continue to be a resource of information on 
hospice and palliative care. 

* Jim Suozzi gave an update on the Cardiac Arrest Summit – NH has 
not yet found a funding source as have other New England states.  The 
states are considering collaboration in terms of resources and data 
collection. 

* The following protocols were updated and approved:   
 6.0 12-Lead ECG Acquisition 
 6.1 Intraosseous Access 
 6.4 Tasers (Conductive Electric Weapon) 
 6.6 Vascular Access via Central Catheters 
 4.2 DRAFT Eye & Dental Injuries, Adult & Pediatric 
 4.3 DRAFT Musculoskeletal Injuries, Adult & Pediatric 
 4.4 DRAFT Shock – Traumatic, Adult & Pediatric 
 4.5 Spinal Trauma 
 4.8 Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) DRAFT, Adult & Pediatric 

* A discussion was held over the draft language defining the 
requirements for operational medical directors.  More work needs to 
be done in terms of gathering information from other states and 
consulting with the Board of Medicine. 

* Deputy Chief Jon Bouffard presented the board with draft letters to be 
used as resources by EMS unit heads and physician medical directors 
supporting paramedic candidates for re-entry; the MCB voted in 
support of the letters. 
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* MCB support of HB 4365 (Protecting Patient Access to Emergency 
Medications Act of 2016) was delayed until the effect of the bill on 
current rules is known. 

* The next MCB meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 19, 2016 at 
the NH Fire Academy. 

Here is the link to the minutes from MCB meetings: 
http://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/fstems/ems/boards/medicalcontrol/mbminutes.html 
 
Item 2. TMRC report – R. Murphy 

• The last TMRC meeting was held on February 10, 2016, a week before the 
ACS review. Dr. Murphy gave the following information about the review: 

• ACS NH Trauma System Consultation Exit Summary  Click on this link to 
see the summary presented by the ACS review team on February 19, 2016.  
The “take home” message from the team was that although it was impressed 
with the high level of volunteerism in NH, if the trauma system in NH is to 
improve, people need to be hired to concentrate solely on this issue.  They 
suggested a full time trauma coordinator and a full time data person.  They 
also recommended that the ACS do reviews for hospitals seeking 
designation status for levels I, II, and III while the TMRC concentrates on 
hospitals that do not fall into these categories.  The team will send a full 
report in 6-8 weeks. 

• Other highlights of the meeting: 
* The TMRC will be focusing on reaching out to the northern hospitals 

to seek designation status.  
* The education sub-committee hopes to combine its trauma conference 

with other conferences in the future in order to ensure better 
attendance. 

* There was also a discussion about how to re-engage hospitals in 
general in the trauma registry. 

* A new “Pre-Hospital” sub-committee met for the first time and, 
amongst other things, set a goal of ensuring that pre-hospital providers 
get trauma patients to the most appropriate hospital. The group will be 
meeting 30 minutes before every TMRC meeting. 

* Everyone is encouraged to take a look at Debra Samaha’s injury 
prevention report which gives information about many different 
conferences and events that are scheduled. 

* Matthew Petrin presented the results of his questionnaire sent out to 
rehabilitation staffs in 10 NH hospitals.  Most feel that their services 
are being used inappropriately in hospital emergency departments. 

* Alf Rylander gave a presentation on the role of the Medical Examiner. 
* The TMRC met just before the first issue of its newsletter was sent 

out to ED directors, nurses, physicians, and EMS coordinators. 
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• The TMRC will meet again on April 20, 2016 at 9:30AM. 
Here is the link to the minutes from TMRC meetings: 
http://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/fstems/ems/boards/traumamedicalreview/trauma_minutes.html  
 
Item 3. Drug Diversion – R. O’Brien 

• The group met on February 25th and considered the MCB’s advice to change 
the name of the form; a decision was reached that the name is appropriate as 
it stands. 

• The MCB voted in support of the drug diversion form (see attachment); the 
best practices document will soon be ready now that the form has been 
approved. 

• The group reviewed its goals – Resources are still being collected.  A 
location is needed for the living document.  Best practice, UCDC, and EMS 
education are all in progress. 

• The next meeting is at 1:00PM on April 28, 2016, at the Academy. Call-ins 
are welcome. (NOTE:  December’s date for 2016 was changed to the 15th of 
the month.) 

 
V. Old Business 
Item 1. NCCP update – J. Bouffard for S. Jackson 

• AEMT transition – The current pass rate remains about 63% first time with 
504 people taking the exam; overall, 629 people took the exam with a 79% 
pass rate.  (NOTE:  Pass rates have been decreasing as the deadline 
approaches.)  There are 939 AEMT’s and 629 transition AEMT’s. 

* PearsonVUE has a substantial backlog so a test lab has been set up at 
the Academy and also at S.O.L.O.  The National Registry is sticking 
to their deadline of March 31st.   

* Last week’s numbers:  20 people took the exam and 10 passed.  
Students who fail have 14 days before they can take it again. 

• Initially, the Bureau of EMS was told that people had to transition before 
they could get in the NCCP, but as it turned out, the registry will allow 
people to enter the NCCP without a transition until March 31, 2016.  As of 
April 1, 2016, they will have to take a transition before they can do NCCP.   

• Those AEMT’s that fall back have 2 years to take an AEMT transition, a 
cognitive exam, and a psychomotor exam. 

• After March 31, 2015, continuing education can be used at any point within 
a recertification period. 

 
Item 2. Data Advisory Committee update – R. Cooper 

• Elite – 6 services are doing live piloting. Chip passed around an ever 
expanding feedback log (See attachment) from the services listing a broad 
range of items that need to be fixed. 
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* Challenge with picking a final date to move over – ImageTrend 
changed the format in which all users from the licensing database 
were being transported into Elite.  With resource restrictions, the 
move over date will probably be at the end of April. 

* NOTE:    
 Everything about repeat patients will pull over except for their 

medications.   
 Previous EKG’s will not be available. 
 Headers and footers will appear on every page if a report is 

printed out, but not if it is brought up on a screen as a pdf file. 
 The software has a lot of room for maturity which is 

understandable seeing as ImageTrend had to start from scratch. 
 It is difficult to set up service-defined questions. 
 Service ability to put in default values is not possible right now. 
 Hospital “Hub” – will allow hospital staff to see records from 

both systems.  
 For a while, it will take longer to fill out reports using the new 

system, as it would for any new system. 
 Once more of the bugs have been worked out, then it will be 

imperative to communicate with EMS services to teach them 
about the new system. 

 
Item 3. EMS Rules update  
(See III – Report of the Bureau Chief of EMS) 
 
Item 4. H.R. 4365 – Protecting Patient Access to Emergency Medications 
Act of 2016 

• Quick explanation: It is technically not legal for EMS to dispense narcotics.  
• This is sitting in committee right now.  At this time, a letter of support for 

this bill is on hold until more information is gathered concerning how the 
bill will affect current rules which require that EMS services get their 
narcotics from hospital pharmacies.   

• Congressman Richard Hudson, from North Carolina, is sponsoring this bill.   
• It is being endorsed by the American Ambulance Association, the American 

College of Emergency Physicians, the Association of Air Medical Services, 
the Association of Critical Transport, the International Association of Fire 
Chiefs, the International Association of Firefighters, the National 
Association of EMS Physicians, the National Association of Emergency 
Medical Technicians, the National Association of State EMS Officials, and 
the National EMS Management Association. 
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• Members of the CB are urged to reach out to their organizations to find 
out where they “sit” on this issue.  This information will be shared at 
the next CB meeting in May. 

 
Item 5. I/C renewals 

• Many instructor/coordinators are finding it difficult to get the required 20 
hours of teaching due to a lack of  “CREF’d” programs and the switchover 
to NCCP.  The Bureau would like to see the emphasis put on the quality of 
education rather than the number of hours.    

• We currently have a “checklist” recertification system that can be thought 
about in the following two ways: 

1. The NCCP is removing refreshers, which will impact approximately 
16% of the pool of I/C’s (22 people pulled fewer CREF numbers this 
year.)  This does not include Scope of Practice. 

2. This checklist does not prove or measure quality; just hours.  Deputy 
Chief Bouffard urged the CB members to think about how quality can 
be measured. 

• Quality is a problem because NH is 29th in the nation and our pass rates are 
around 63%.  This statistic only measures about 38 of our instructors, so we 
have no way to measure quality on the other end.  As for the other 100 
instructors, some are just doing refreshers and some are teaching within 
someone else’s CREF number. 

• Chair Turpin asked if the CB is the appropriate body to handle this issue; 
should it first go to the instructor cabinet?  A lengthy discussion ensued 
about many aspects of the EMS education system in NH, including re-
defining the role of the I/C.     

• Deputy Chief Bouffard stated that Louisiana, one of the top states, 
deregulated its EMS education and made all of their primary instructors take 
exams.  Their rates went from 60% to 83% in one year. 

• A motion was made by Don Johnson; seconded by Peter Row – to build 
an EMS Education sub-committee to define and then find a solution to the 
I/C issue and develop a plan for what EMS education should look like in the 
state of NH; passed unanimously. 

• The committee should include representatives from the Bureau, 3 members 
of the CB, 2 members of the Instructor Cabinet, EMS providers, and service 
chiefs.  Those interested should contact Chair Turpin via email. 

• Deputy Chief Bouffard will send out an explanation of the instructor 
renewal process to all of the I/C’s. 
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Item 6. Paramedic re-entry input 
• Paramedic Re-entry (Internal Policy 3-6-27B) 

* Jon Bouffard reminded the board that at its last meeting, there was a 
discussion about letters to be sent out by physician medical directors and 
NH-licensed EMS unit heads to support candidates for paramedic re-
entry.  Deputy Chief Bouffard passed out draft letters to the CB members 
for their perusal. (See attachments)  These letters would go in the policy 
as “best practice”; it would be up to the service head and medical director 
whether or not to use these letters or write something themselves.  Once 
the Bureau of EMS receives these letters, a final letter of support from 
the bureau will go to the National Registry. 

* A motion was made by Eric Jaeger; seconded by Michael Cloutier – 
to accept the letters for physician medical directors and EMS unit heads 
to use as a resource to support candidates for paramedic re-entry; 
passed unanimously. 

* (NOTE:  The letters will be sent out with an explanation as to their 
purpose.) 

 
VI. New Business 
Item 1. Roles of regions – J. Bouffard 

• The issue is that the 5 EMS regions in the state of NH are going through an 
“identity crisis”.   Historically, their purpose was to deliver AED’s and 
radios to their specific geographic areas, but this is no longer necessary.   

• The CB’s responsibility is to give the regions direction.  
• According to RSA, EMS regions are supposed to nominate MCB members, 

but the problem is that they do not meet regularly.  In addition, some want 
medical directors to attend council meetings that do not necessarily have a 
purpose.   

• Jeremy LaPlante expanded this issue to include an identity crisis for the 
entire EMS system.  There is a loss of focus. 

• Chair Turpin stressed the need for all of the EMS boards to convene and talk 
about vision.  The boards need to clarify what they are supposed to be doing 
and what the vision is for EMS and the Trauma System in New Hampshire.  
In essence, this will be a strategic planning session.  A “PRQ” will be sent 
out as a way of preparing for the retreat. In addition, an agenda will be 
prepared and sent out.  Input from EMS region directors and other 
stakeholders will be welcomed. 

• A list of EMS districts will be sent out to CB members. 
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VII. Good of the order / Items of interest 
• A letter was received from Region 2 asking how an EMT is protected when 

a patient in an “altered” state refuses to be transported.  Chair Turpin will 
email the letter for the board members to read and think about; it will also be 
sent to legal counsel. 

 
• Kathy Doolan reminded the group that nominations are being accepted 

online for annual awards.  The deadline is June 1, 2016. 
 

VIII. Adjournment 
Motion made by Jeremy LaPlante; seconded by Michael Cloutier – to adjourn 
the meeting at 3:30PM; passed unanimously. 
  
Next meeting:   Thursday, May 19, 2016 
   1:00PM to 3:00PM 

Richard M. Flynn Fire Academy, 
Dormitory Building / Classrooms 5 & 6 

 
Future meetings:  July 21, 2016,      
                               September 15, 2016,      

November 17, 2016 
    
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Grant Turpin, Chair 
 
 
Prepared by June Connor, Administrative Assistant I, Office of the Director, NHFSTEMS 
june.connor@dos.nh.gov  
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New Hampshire Department of Safety 
Division of Fire Standards and Training 


& Emergency Medical Services 
Mailing Address: NHFSTEMS  33 Hazen Drive   Concord, NH 03305 
Physical Address: 98 Smokey Bear Boulevard  Concord, NH 03301 


EMS Agency Drug Diversion Report Form 
Date of Report: Date Incident Occurred or Discovered: 


Name of Person Completing this Report: 


EMAIL PHONE (W) PHONE (C) 


STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP 


Name of EMS Agency Involved: Agency Number: 


Signature of Person Completing Report: Date: 


Meds missing from: Supply Storage Area Vehicle Sign of Physical Damage: YES NO 


Meds in Locked Cabinet or Box: YES NO 


Date Discovered: Time Discovered: Last Date Meds were checked: 
Location Diversion 
Occurred: 


STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP 
Diversion Discovered by 
(Name & Contact Info):   PHONE (W) PHONE (C) 


STREET ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP 
Local Law Enforcement 
Contacted? YES NO 


Name of Law  
Enforcement Agency: 


Please see Page 2 (back of this form) to list the meds and volume of each involved in this diversion. 


Person making the discovery of the Diversion must file a written statement with specific details about what was observed 
and attach the statement to this report.  These documents must be forwarded by the Agency’s UCDC to Agency MRH 
Pharmacy within 24 hours of initial verbal notification per Saf-C 5920.05 and a copy should be  
forwarded to the Agency Medical Director. Statement Attached: YES NO 


Date Report received by OEMS: Received By: 


Investigation Required: YES NO Person Assigned: 


Form NH DOS – FST&EMS Dated Approved: 
EMS Agency Drug Diversion Report 







EMS Agency Drug Diversion Report Form 


Trade Name 
Name of Controlled 
Substance Involved 


Dosage 
Strength / Form NDC Quantity 


SAMPLE: 
Robitussin  AC Codeine Phosphate 2mg/mL liquid 00121-0775-16 12 pints 


  1. 


  2. 


  3. 


  4. 


  5. 


  6. 


  7. 


  8. 


  9. 


10. 


11. 


12. 


13. 


14. 


15. 


16. 


17. 


18. 


19. 


20. 


21. 


22. 


23. 


24. 


25. 


26. 


27. 


28. 


29. 


30. 


I certify that the foregoing information is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 


SIGNATURE TITLE DATE 


Form NH DOS – FST&EMS Dated Approved: 
EMS Agency Drug Diversion Report Page 2 
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As the NH licensed EMS unit head, I hereby support and certify that the candidate named above 
will be employed upon active status with our unit/agency/department. 
 
We further stipulate that we have ensured that the candidate: 


• is educated to the minimal paramedic competency levels of care outlined in the National 
EMS Scope of Practice Model, 


• is able to perform individual paramedic skills and can integrate those skills into scene and 
patient management, 


• has demonstrated sufficient competence to return to active paramedic status, and 
• is prepared to provide competent and safe emergency medical care at the paramedic level. 


 
In addition, the candidate has demonstrated entry-level competence as a paramedic.  The 
following list includes, but is not limited to, seven skills and competencies that have been 
mastered and assessed: 


1. Patient assessment/management:  medical trauma patient(s) 
2. Ventilator management skills/knowledge:  adjuncts, oxygen delivery, alternative 


airways, endotracheal intubation, chest decompression, cricothyroidotomy 
3. Cardiac arrest management:  AED, megacode & EKG recognition/set-up, therapeutic 


modalities 
4. Hemorrhage control & splinting procedures 
5. IV therapy & IO therapy:  medication administration 
6. OB/gynecologic skills/knowledge 
7. Other related skills/knowledge:  radio communications, reporting writing & 


documentation 
 
We support the candidate’s advancement to the National Registry of EMT’s re-entry certification 
and licensure process as a paramedic provider.  As of the date of this request, the candidate has 
completed and shown successful completion of all prerequisite courses and credentials as 
outlined by the National Registry of EMT’s and is ready to sit for the cognitive and psychomotor 
exams. 
 
 








Log of Elite Issues Identified During Piloting 
 


2/29 CFD Procedures on the Left Menu 
Open Procedure drop down list (approx. 100 options to pick from) – Select Vascular: IV Extremity Vein 
Cauterization 


Now select- Procedure Crew Member - (Any Provider is causing the problem) 
Procedure is Deleted and Box becomes red again and new drop down list on has 15 options 
If the Procedure Crew Member is selected first then they only see the 15 Options for procedures and the rest are 
hidden.  


2/29 Fixed this-related to meds and procedures by cert level. Yeah, that was weird! Also see 2B 
below. 


2/29 Under IV-IO powertool  
All options except IV / IO items need to be removed (EKG, Hypothermia, Airway suctioned, etc.) 


2/29 Related to Hardcoded favorites: In Power tools that have a procedure or medication and show 
lots of weird stuff in no order. ImageTrend hardcoded ‘favorites” into the list-you will notice that 
the “favorites” is lite up in blue. These are the hardcoded values ImageTrend added for now 
(meaning there is no way to change them). They are adding in a way for services to choose their 
own favorites to solve this problem, but we don’t know if that will be any time before June. To 
make this less confusing, you can click on the letters that correspond with the med or procedure 
you want to just see those, hit the “#” button and it will clear everything but what is chosen. You 
can then use the search box to find what you want.  


2/29 CFD Narrow meds and procedures list visible:  
Can you turn on an option to allow services to make Procedures ACTIVE or Inactive in the master list – this way 
we can filter out the stuff we don’t do – Same with IV Fluid Type given – should only be limited to IV fluids not 
all medications 


2/29 We will be adjusting the meds and procedures by provider level in the state settings, but it is 
labor intensive and may take a little time. At the service level you can also do this to further filter 
out meds that you don’t use (e.g. Concord pharmacy doesn’t provide the meds). This can also be 
set by provider level, so non-medics will see an even smaller list. I just did a quick test to see if a 
service allowed more or less that the state, that the state settings won’t overwrite the service 
settings if we add them later. So if you want to have some of your guys program the meds and 
procedures by cert level, then anything we do at the state shouldn’t mess up whatever you do.  


*2/29 CFD Validation error with Pt Refused Eval and Care  
If Patient Disposition is any type of Refusal and the crew enters a Patient Contact time in the Response Times a 
number of validation errors will remain { See attached image of validation errors} if you delete the patient 
contact time the validation errors go away. – Even on Refusals there is a Patient contact time. 


Pending Fix 
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Log of Elite Issues Identified During Piloting 
 
2/29 CFD Mandatory Fields –Signs and Symptoms  


Under Pt Signs and Symptoms – can we turn off mandatory reporting for “Signs of Suspected” 


2/29 This is a national field and required for any patient contact. It is actually a required field in the 
current system too.  


 


2/29 CFD Mandatory Reporting of “Barriers to Pt Evaluation” 
Under Working Diagnosis – can we turn off mandatory reporting for “Barriers to Pt Evaluation” 


2/29 This is also a national required field and is required in the current system. The difference is 
that this was defaulted in the current system to “None” but appears to only get updated on an 
irregular basis. I did put “None” at the top of the list to make it quick to enter this.  


*2/29 CFD Protocols Used 
Can we make the ADULT, GENERAL, or PEDI a filter that then opens a List of the appropriate Protocols under 
them in multiple list formats?  Example – I select General for age category, then open a multi select drop down 
and pick Routine Patient Care, allergic Reactions, & whatever other protocols I worked off of.  


2/29 We can do this with visibility events. To speed up our ability to do this, is there any chance 
some of your guys could create a list of the protocols in each category? If we can just take the lists, 
we can do this in about 30 minutes. If we need to work out the list, it might take us a couple of 
weeks to complete until we can get enough time to make the list to work from.  


*2/29 CFD (Physio) EKG Import Date and time stamp 
I had a case tonight that I was helping with- After the EKG transfer the time stamp was incorrect (as we know) 
I created a test incident and imported a EKG from the list with a 2/24/16 07:30 Date – it was the correct 
information for the 2/27/16 16:00 incident. When I went back to the original incident and imported the 
2/24/16 EKG file that I had just checked in the test file, it imported an entirely different EKG and V/S.  


3/1 Is this the same as the wrong date issue we already sent to Image Trend? Or is it a different 
variation-I can’t quite tell from your description. Either way, I think I should connect you to them 
directly, as they will ask for screenshots and copies of the PCO file etc that only you can give them.  


2/29 CFD Pt History Tab: missing sign/symptom 
Signs and Symptoms list - there is no selection for wound or laceration only - Misc.: Hemorrhage / Bleeding 
(Not Otherwise Listed) 


3/1 Added “Misc: Wound or Laceration(s)” 


2/29 State Passwords  
For users who can log into old TEMSIS, but not new, those passwords are only the same once. Once we 
migrate the users again to update active users, it doesn’t pull over the TEMSIS password. 
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To fix this currently, just do a “Reset Password” in Elite and set the password to the same as your 
TEMSIS password.  


2/29 State Erroneous license expiration date and message showing on security statement page:  


2/29 We are aware of this issue: ImageTrend is fixing this on their end, but has not provided a date. 
Account lockouts occur manually by the state, not automatically in TEMSIS right now.  NOTE: With 
the approaching expiration period coming up for this year just make sure the message isn’t correct! 


^2/29 State Power tools stuff in no order.  
ImageTrend hardcoded ‘favorites” into the list-you will notice that the “favorites” is lite up in blue. These are 
the hardcoded values ImageTrend added for now (meaning there is no way to change them).  


2/29 They are adding in a way for services to choose their own favorites to solve this problem, but 
we don’t know if that will be any time before June. To make this less confusing, you can click on the 
letters that correspond with the med or procedure you want to just see those, hit the “#” button 
and it will clear everything but what is chosen. You can then use the search box to find what you 
want.  


3/1 MFD Alcohol and Drugs Use Indicators: 
None Reported and refused are confusing. 


3/1 Changed PN labels from “None Reported” to “None Apparent” and “Refused” to “Patient 
Denies”  


^3/1 MFD Highest Level providers and equipment:  
Missing Medic and BLS equipment. 


3/1 This has been requested for some time and we are just waiting for ImageTrend to create the 
value to add to the runform.  


3/1 State Validation for airway complications:  
Triggers when “Not Applicable (i.e. there were no complications)” is chosen.  


3/1 This validation error was fixed 


3/1 DL Zofran is spelled “Zophran” 


3/1 Spelling changed to “Zofran” 


^3/1 State Incident list display error; 
Some people are getting an error when trying to change columns in Incident list.  
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3/15 This issue resolved with todays update 


3/1 Dl Out of state hospitals added to facility list 


3/7 List inserted. All values are defaulted to inactive and services can activate any that they use 


3/2 DL Incident Number and Response Number should be the same, but aren’t: 
Incident Number and Response Number to be the same but we keep getting different numbers for 
each.  Since we only use the Incident Number, I have shut off the Response Number. 


3/2 It’s possible the “Copy Incident Number” button was not checked, or had been unchecked.  


*3/2 DL Report access reasons not on yet:  
I have noticed that there is no apparent tracking of report access, isn't this a HIPAA requirement? 


3/2 Yes, we have kept it off so far because the runform has had to be opened so many times for the 
runform setup and we didn’t want to have to answer that 40 times a day while working on the 
layout, but we plan to turn this on shortly (probably this week) now that real data is being entered. 


3/2 DL Under Dispatch Reason, syncope is spelled "syncopy". 


3/2 Fixed Spelling 


*3/2 DL Need visibility events added for transfers.  
Pages which are not pertinent to transfers still show up, mainly the Scene page under the Scene/Situation Tab, 
which asks about other EMS units on scene. 


3/2 Looks like we need to do more work on visibility/hide events for transfers. We will work on this. 
We may need to get more examples from you once we get some in place if we miss any.  


3/2 DL Barriers to Patient Evaluation and Care Values  
On the Working Diagnosis Page, there needs to be "Altered Mental Status" listed under Barriers to Patient 
Evaluation and Care. 


3/2 Yes, I could have used Dementia myself last night for a report in Elite…We had requested this a 
while ago from ImageTrend. Apparently they created them and forgot to mention it to us. I just 
turned on/added Altered Mental Status, Chemically Impaired, Dementia/Alzheimer’s etc., 
Combative Patient and weather. Thanks for bringing this up as a reminder! 


*3/2 DL Procedures showing in Airway that aren’t airway procedures:  
For most of our reports, procedures are also showing up on the Invasive Airway page under Airway 
Procedures.  Providers claim they never clicked on the Airway power tool or Airway Procedures page. 
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3/2 Yes, Any procedure entered anywhere on the form will also show up in any other procedure 
grid on the runform right now. The runform just sees them all as procedures and doesn’t know the 
difference, even if a procedure in a specialty area may be labeled “airway procedure”. To resolve 
this, we will be removing the airway procedure from the airway confirmation panel and just 
keeping the airway procedure in the procedures panel. The ‘Invasive Airway” panel will then be 
relabeled just “Airway Confirmation” and validations will direct crews there to complete this 
section. Additionally, we are working on trying to hide the Airway Confirmation panel if there isn’t 
an airway procedure, but so far we have had trouble getting that to work correctly.   


^3/2 DL Categories on longer lists confusing:  
On the Pt Signs and Symptoms page under the History Tab, the location of some of the options for the Primary 
Observed Sign or Reported Symptom is confusing.  For example, Pain Chest Wall (Non-Cardiac) is listed under 
the Circulatory System, instead of Pain where the other Chest Pain options are.  Also, there are two options 
for Circulatory:  "Circulatory" and "Circulatory System". 


3/2 The confusion here is that these fields are actually categories that ImageTrend has built that are 
currently hardcoded (meaning we don’t have a way to change them). We agree that they don’t 
make a lot of sense. Supposedly there will be a tool coming that will allow us to build our own 
categories, but we are not sure when that will be available. Furthermore, when we had ImageTrend 
upload our lists for working diagnosis and symptoms etc. we don’t know where/if all the choices 
actually went in the categories-some things may not have ended up anywhere, some may have 
ended up in completely the wrong place. Until we get a way to build the categories in a sensible 
manner, crews will need to just use the sort a-z or z-a options or search instead. We advise not 
using the categories at all-even though the menu defaults to that in the touch friendly list.   


^3/2 State Can’t delete procedures and meds created in power tools in the runform.  
When you create a procedure or med in the power tool, it doesn’t let you delete it in the runform. A message 
directs you back to the power tool to delete it. This is a particular problem with the IV when you start an IV 
with just a saline lock and don’t enter any fluids because it’s basically silly to enter fluids for a 5ml flush. The 
only way to delete that “med” that the fluid creates is be deleting the whole power tool entry-which them 
deletes the IV procedure. 


3/2 We have submitted this issue to Image Trend as a defect. Clearly they planned for this to work 
this way because they built a popup message directing you back to the power tool. We have 
pointed out the problems with this. In the meantime, we have taken the fluids off the IV to solve 
this issue, since the majority of IVs these days are just Saline Locks. Any fluids administered can 
either be entered using the meds power tool or from in the runform itself.  


3/10 ImageTrend Ticket #198840-heading to development to fix defect. Resolution date unknown 


*3/2 MGr How do you de-authorize a device for Field  
How can this get de-authorized remotely and also why do devices to be reauthorized when they were already 
authorized.  
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3/18 “You can’t” per ImageTrend.  There may be a way to de-authorize a device in the database at 
ImageTrend, they will look into it. 


3/2 MGr Cancelled calls still want many cardiac arrest values.  


3/3 These validations were fixed.  


3/2 MGr No Validation triggering for crew if blank. 


3/3 These validations were fixed.  


*3/2 MGr Incident list running off screen on right on MAC, iPad and PC with FireFox. 
 


3/3 DL Is there any way to create a new Permission Group for our Wheel Chair Drivers?   
Two of the three are not EMTs and are in our system as Non-healthcare providers, which don’t allow them to 
create reports.  I have temporarily given them Service Provider access so that they can enter reports. 


3/5 This was created so you can move the drivers into this permission group. 


*^3/7 WDH PCR Printout not showing names in header on all pages  
WDH reported that the faxed PCRs they are getting aren’t showing a pt name on every page in the header or 
footer.  


3/8/16 ticket #199669 created with Imagetrend to have header and footer display on all pages. Also 
discovered that this only occurs if you use the PDF button to printing. If you use the “Print” Button, 
then the headers and footer show on every page. However other extra stuff (URL and a weird 
incident # that has nothing to do with the runform) also shows on each page. Will be submitting 
separate tickets to ImageTrend for these issues. Insured that Pt name and DOB show in the header 
for identification. 


See resolution on “^3/8 Incident number displayed on the report as the patient name” 


3/6 CFD and State Users getting error message when trying to add or change columns in incident list  
When some people try to change the columns shown in their incident list, they get an error message when 
trying to save the changes. This doesn’t seem to affect everyone, but if it does, then it doesn’t matter what 
device or internet browser you are using-it always happens. 


3/15 Issue resolved with update 
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3/6 CFD The CMS service level does not show on any printed report.  


3/8 Added to default PCR and Comprehensive Report. - Jack 


3/6 CFD The manual EKG interpretation entries do not show on any printed report.  


3/8 Added to report 


*3/6 CFD Times on assessment power tool don’t match time in runform exam display:   
When you change the time and tab onto the next field the time reverts back to the time the power tool was 
opened, yet if you go back and change it again it takes it.  Also, the time entered in the power tool does not 
carry over to the exam tab.  See attached screen shot.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


*3/6 CFD Validations changing when report opened, procedures added somehow.  
One of the Officers doing Q/A sent me this request - Chief, I am attaching a screen shot of my last Temsis QA 
of XXXs report.  Validation was 100% when I started.  It dropped to 64% and highlighted the IV section and 
another while I was going down the sidebar checking the report.  This is the second time it happened in the 
last 2 weeks- just trying to find out if it’s something I am doing or an error in the program. Looks like at the 
exact time the Company officer doing the QA opens the report for QA it creates two events (17:29) See 
attached 
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3/7 Researching this… 


 


*3/6 CFD Physio EKG import not pulling everything in consistently and causing freezes:  
When importing EKG by clicking “import selected” I get an error message most of the time and the vital/ekg 
doesn’t import. Today it worked on the third attempt, last shift I tried to download a cardiac arrest and it was 
never successful, I ended up manually attaching the PCO though.  This is from one of my medics – I witnessed 
him attempt to import EKG’s. it appears the file moves over fine from the LP15 via the transfer wizard 
Bluetooth – once he opens the EKG tab and selects the case he wants (still wrong date and time) the screen 
starts flashing on and off numerous times and freezes until you do a hard reset, on his last call it took 3 
attempts for the data to import correctly.  


3/7 Researching this…and adding it to the ImageTrend list of physio issues 


 


3/8 Other Service Provider options for Meds and Procedures 
When entering meds/procedures/etc. performed prior to our arrival, there is no way to select "Not Available" 
for the person performing the procedure, administering the med, for example, if Swanzey rescue administers 
ASA to a chest pain pt. there is no way to note this as the only choices which show up are people on the DAS 
roster.  


3/9 We added a generic “Other Service Provider” to the staff list for all services for this purpose. 
We also added Other Non-EMS Person, BLS Student, AEMT Student, Paramedic Student and 
Paramedic Intercept to that list for all services. Service leaders can inactivate any of those that you 
don’t or wouldn’t use. 


*3/8 Transfer Medications VS 911 Medications  
Under medications there is no "Other" or "Not Available".  We had a few transfers with propofol and 
antibiotics running but no way to add those meds to the medications section. 
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3/8 A much expanded list of ALS medications (about 160) will show if you are doing a PIFT transfer, 
including propofol and a long list of antibiotics.  The visibility of PIFT medications are triggered 
when Type of Call, Dispatch Reason and Incident Disposition is set to Interfacility and PIFT. 


*3/8 Times are being flagged as out of sequence on cancelled calls. 


3/8 This is a known issue and we are working on this. 


*3/8 Point of Care lab tests  
When a value is entered, for example, a blood sugar, you can't see the value in the report without opening the 
test itself.  All it shows in the report is "no". 


*3/8 Intercepts and Validity 
For our Intercepts, when we select "(ALS Intercept) Pt Eval & Tx in Other EMS Unit" as the Incident/Patient 
Disposition, there is nowhere in the report to select that other EMS unit, and the Transport Tab get flagged for 
not entering the Agency transferred to.  


3/8 Ok, will check this, might just be a fix to a visibility event. 


^3/8 Incident number displayed on the report as the patient name 
It would be very helpful if the Incident Number was constantly displayed on the report as the Patient name is. 


3/8 Sent to ImageTrend to fix PDF display of header and footer on every page 


3/17 If you use the “PDF” button and print, then the header (pt Name) only prints on the first page 
and footer (incident number) only prints on the last page. If you use the “PRINT” button in the 
runform, then the header and footer print on each page. There are other weird header and footer 
things that also print that ImageTrend needs to take off.  


^3/8 EMD Determinate 
Can we get a "Not Available" and a "Not Applicable" option for the EMD Determinant?  Most of our calls are 
not EMD'd and therefore "Not Applicable" would be appropriate for the EMD Determinant.  Many of our calls 
dispatched by Southwest Mutual Aid do not have EMD Determinant assigned to them, even though they 
should, in which case "Not Available" would be the appropriate choice. 


3/8 We have had a request in for “Not Available” for a while for just the reason you described. Still 
waiting for it.  


3/8 Provider signature tab 
Why is the Provider Signature on the Narrative Tab instead of the Signature Tab?  This is confusing almost 
everybody. 
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3/8 Providers can sign on the signature tab (all signatures can be entered there). We added a 
provider signature on the narrative tab for two reasons: 1) it has a default value and less to fill out 
than the full signatures, so is quicker to enter and 2) some services (first responders for example) 
only do a provider signature, so they are more likely to enter it if it is right below the narrative. That 
being said, because the control for the signatures in both places is the same, any signature entered 
in one area will show in the other. Basically the provider signature was added to just make it easier 
for the provider to enter their own signature. I’ve used that one for my own signature and found it 
to be quicker due to less steps.  


3/8 Race 
There is no place in the report to enter patient race, but when the report is printed out it says "Not Recorded" 
next to patient race.  


3/8 removed from PDF 


3/8 Option for Patient denies for allergies 
There is no option to enter "Pt Denies" for allergies. 


It’s under the “do not enter” icon. This icon is found throughout the runform and is used for 
applicable pertinent negatives or not values. 


 
1 No Known Drug Allergy 


3/8 Vital Signs-viewing times of previous for reference 
When adding vital signs you cannot view times for a reference.  


3/8 Not the way we did before (for the moment, improvement coming down the road), but you can 
do it in the timeline and filter for just vitals. I had a call the other night with a bunch of procedures, 
meds and vitals and I used the timeline. Once you have stuff entered, you can go into the timeline 
and correct/line up times better from the timeline (arrow on the right opens what you are looking 
at) 


*3/8 Controlled Substances Tab 
On Controlled Substances Tab you cannot enter mg, mcg, etc. to the amount given/wasted/etc. 
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3/8 Suggested ECG Rhythm 
IVR not listed as a choice for ECG rhythm. 


3/17 this is listed as Agonal/Idioventricular, the term Agonal has taken over the more historical 
term of IVR 


*3/8 BVM delivery 
No BVM for O2 delivery route on medications tab. 


*3/8 IV Procedure 
No place to select catheter size for IV under Procedures. 


3/8 Spelling wrong 
Osteoarthritis is wrongly spelled as "Osteoarthritus". 


3/8 Fixed 


3/8 Errors under “More” on runform 
I have 3 people (that I know of) who are getting the following error when the open the “More” dropdown 
from the EMS incident list –  


They are able to see the filter options and move them around – when they click “OK” to save changes they get 
the following error  


 


3/15 This issue was resolved with todays update. 


3/8 CMS Service Level 
The CMS service level does not show up on any report “pre-hospital, Comprehensive, etc..”  


3/8 Added to PDF  


This image cannot currently be displayed.
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3/8 Manual EKG interpretation entries do not show on runform PDF 


The manual EKG interpretation entries (either from the power tool or the ECG tab) do not show up anywhere 
on the PDF printed reports.  


3/8 Added to PDF  


*3/8 CFD Assessment power tool times:   
When you change the time and tab onto the next field the time reverts back to the time the power tool was 
opened, yet if you go back and change it again it takes it.  Also, the time entered in the power tool does not 
carry over to the exam tab.  See attached screen shot.  


Investigating, will probably will be an ImageTrend issue. 


*3/8 When importing EKG by clicking “import selected” I get an error message most of the time and the vital/ekg 
doesn’t import.  


Today it worked on the third attempt, last shift I tried to download a cardiac arrest and it was never 
successful, I ended up manually attaching the PCO though.  This is from one of my medics – I witnessed him 
attempt to import EKG’s. it appears the file moves over fine from the LP15 via the transfer wizard Bluetooth – 
once he opens the EKG tab and selects the case he wants (still wrong date and time) the screen starts flashing 
on and off numerous times and freezes until you do a hard reset, on his last call it took 3 attempts for the data 
to import correctly. Adding this to my growing list of physio issues for ImageTrend to dig them out 
of…According to Aaron, there should be a fix to this on two cycles 3/8/16 and 3/15/16 – email from Elliot Stein 
from ImageTrend. 


*3/8 It appears that the PDF cuts off the narrative after certain amount of characters. 


3/8 Nitroglycerin administration route defaults to PO instead of SL. 


3/10 Fixed 


*3/8 Timeline does not show specific procedure name 
When looking at ECG tab or timeline it does not show the specific procedure that was done (12 lead, 4 lead, 
defib) without clicking on each procedure. It makes it more difficult to verify correct documentation of 
timeline. Screen shot attached. 


3/11 Known issue.  ImageTrend has hinted toward making the grids into a time line which will clean 
up the way these look. 


3/8 Sulfa Allergy is not in the allergy list. 


3/11 Search SULFA for general sulfa allergy or ALLERGY for other available drug class allergies 
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*3/8 In Elite Field, times cannot be manually entered using the keyboard in vitals/procedures/power tools.  
It requires use of the time buttons on the left. No cursor appears when clicking on the time field. 


3/10 I was able to type the date of birth and encounter times.  Just type the numbers and no “-“or 
“/”.  However, I was not able to change the time in the vitals. 


*3/10 CFD Would like to have an AMA worksheet built much like the AMA sheet is in the old system. 


3/15/16.  Once those elements are out we can build them into the ePCR. 


3/11 Browser storage is full 


 
 


3/11 They can go into their internet browser settings in IE 11 and increase the size of their database 
and cache: See Image Below. If they have the option to use Chrome (based on that screen shot), 
we'd strongly recommend using Chrome as the storage space available is based off the hard disk 
space (C drive) versus using local browser database storage. (So the best method from our 
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perspective is to use Chrome).  
 
They also would need to make sure all incidents are posted and that their settings for “delete 
posted incidents” are set to 1 day, so it clears that used space.  Added to the Knowledge Base in 
FootPrints.  


 


  
 


*3/15 McG Missing Items in Drop Down Menus. 
"Altered mental status/dementia" in barriers to patient care – There is Altered Level of Conc. & 
Dementia(Alzheimer’s, etc.) to choose from. 
"MVA - No injuries" in mechanism – “Injured” was removed from Mechanism of Injuries 
descriptions. 
"Other" in diagnosis 
Soft-tissue injury as symptom 
Primary symptom - Alcohol abuse and effects – Current Signs or Reported Symptoms for Alcohol 
abuse and effects could include signs/symptoms in the categories of Behavioral, GI/GU, Misc., 
Mobility, Neuro… 
Patient complaints - No Complaint from patient – Quoting the patient in the chief complaint such 
as, “I’m fine” or “no complaint”. 


 


*3/16 State Vitals Comments missing from Print Manager 
When working through updating the print report, I noticed that vitals comments are not in the PDF. This may 
include meds and procedures.  


 


3/16 DL NH Hospital Missing from the facilities list 


3/16 This apparently dropped off the list when uploaded because of code conflicts, as well as 5 
other facilities.  The missing facilities were all added to Elite. 
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3/16 DL/State QA/QI Report is missing from Report Writer 


*3/16 DL Some of the custom dispatch reasons from old system missing 
Some of the custom dispatch reasons, such as “altered mental status” are missing from the new system.  


3/16 The current displayed dispatch reasons cover the EMD reasons with a couple of national 
exceptions such as medical aid alarm and transfer. There are many common dispatch reasons that 
fall under the umbrella of “sick person”  with EMD, but are not actually dispatched out as that, so is 
confusing to providers. We will evaluate adding in some of the old reasons.  


*3/16 DL Tablet keyboard pops up and covers text fields 


*3/16 State Town of Mont Vernon seems to be missing from Elite Viewer town permission list 


^3/16 State Requested Working diagnosis/impressions be added to Incident list column choices 


*3/16 State Provider role needs to be added to Med and Procedure Dynamic Power Tools  
Because these are not in the DPTs, then provider needs to go back and open the meds and procedures in the 
runform and add this. 


*3/16 DL Add size to procedures DPTs for airway and IV 
Equipment and IV size are not in the standard procedure DPT. IV size is in the IV DPT  


*3/14 MGr Agency Operation Areas missing from runform 
They are using this to track response types for town reports and billing. 


*3/14 MGr Service defined questions missing 


*3/14 MGr Unable to enter patient address not in US, Mexico, or Canada 


*3/14 MGr Narrative doesn't auto save - we have had numerous complaints of people losing narratives. 


*3/14 MGr Zoll EKG Import Issues 
• EKG Import - Entry of ECG procedure results does not show interpretation, shows pulse instead (high 
priority issue for McGregor) 


• EKG Import - Even if imported ECG removed it still shows up on printed run form (high priority issue for 
McGregor) 


• In printed version, section with ECG is labeled as "Vitals" 


• On printed run form ECG interpretations do not have any times associated with them 
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*3/14 MGr Missing Options in Dropdown Menus: 
We have had some comments on options that appear to be missing from the various drop down menus: 


• "Altered mental status/dementia" in barriers to patient care 


3/1 There is “Altered Level of Conc. & Dementia(Alzheimer’s, etc.) to choose from. 


 


• "MVA - No injuries" in mechanism 


3/14 The word “Injured” was removed from MVC Mechanism of Injuries descriptions to make these 
more accurate, regardless of whether there was an injury. 


 


• "Other" in diagnosis 


• Soft-tissue injury as symptom 


• Primary symptom - Alcohol abuse and effects 


• Patient complaints - No Complaint from patient 


Quoting the patient in the chief complaint such as, “I’m fine” or no complaint is appropriate here 
and considered proper documentation in general. 


 


*3/14 MGr Temp auto-converts to C, can't see F when you're typing 


*3/14 MGr Form Requires date in every field –  
We understand that this actually works fine if you click in the "time" field first however in spite of our efforts 
to educate providers this continues to be among the top complaints that we hear. 


*3/14 MGr Unable to copy patients address to guardian/NOK address 


*3/14 MGr Symptom onset requires exact date and time which not always available or able to be estimated.  
Would be good to have less specific options (i.e. yesterday, last night, this morning, etc.) 


*3/14 MGr Ability to note medication list attached as photo 
For patient medications it would be good to have an option to note that a photo of the medication list is 
included as an attachment. 
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*3/14 MGr APGAR score shows as an option in vital signs even for adult patients 


3/14 MGr When adding a procedure, med or vital you cannot simultaneously see the timeline  
When you go to add a procedure you cannot simultaneously see the "times" for the run which makes it hard 
to figure out when you did something.  Would be nice if, like on the old system, you could see a version of the 
timeline when entering IVs, etc. 


3/17 ImageTrend has an upgrade planned for this coming later this year some time. Our 
understanding is that it will integrate more heavily with the timeline, if not base out of the timeline 
for a less clunky display. We have no date for this upgrade. 


>>In the mean-time, I agree that having to flip back and forth between a vital, med, and procedure 
and the timeline is a real pain, as I have had to do this on a call with lots of the above. A potential 
work around for this-which is by no means ideal-would be to enter all of your 
meds/procedures/vitals, and start with the first of each using the at patient time. Then add 1 
minute to each one as you work through that particular group. Then move to the timeline, where 
things will be in the order they occurred, and you can use the link arrow on the right to open each 
one and adjust the times to make them accurate. Not ideal for sure, but at least everything is lined 
up in order and will make fixing the times a little easier.   


3/14 MGr "Date/Time Procedure Performed" when entering a procedure - can populate time from "On Scene" or 
"Patient Arrival" but not leave scene.   


Seems like it would be helpful to pull in the "Leave Scene" time since we frequently start taking vitals, etc. 
shortly after signing en route to the hospital. 


3/17 The time options for “On Scene” , “At Patient” , “At Destination” in the time tool are 
hardcoded and unlikely to change, although I would suggest you could add this to Elite Uservoice 
(under community tab)as a future option, as we see the merit in having it.  


We suggest two possible work flows to work around this: 


Note the amount of time between arrived at patient time and enroute time, and choose the at 
patient time as a base, then use the +1 or +5 buttons to get to the enroute time quickly. 


The other option is to click the power tool at the time you do a vital, procedure or med and hit the 
“now” button, you get the actual time. Even if you don’t have time to fully fill out these items, it will 
give you the timeline and you can fill it in later.  


3/14 MGr "Role/Type of Person Performing the Procedure" does not auto-populate based on person. 


3/17 This is a known problem. ImageTrend has this on their fix list. The availability date for this fix is 
unknown. 
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*3/14 MGr Patient Refusal of Transport still asks for all transport information but does not flag as missing.  


*3/14 MGr Loaded miles Entry and Display issue 
(As displayed in the text at the bottom of this window) comes up as 0 even when a numerical value has been 
entered into the system.  See screen shot below. 


 
 


*3/14 MGr Vitals Powertool Crew Members / Date & Time displays twice 
Seems to display two spots for Crew Members / Date & Time when used on the iPad (see screenshot below.)  
This is confusing. 


 


*3/14 MGr Keyboard on iPad covers some of the touch-friendly when searching a multi-select list 
Keyboard on iPad covers some of the options on the multi-select tool.  What you cannot tell from the 
screenshot below is that you cannot actually scroll down to look at the items hidden by the keyboard. of the 
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options on the multi-select tool.  What you cannot tell from the screenshot below is that you cannot actually 
scroll down to look at the items hidden by the keyboard.  


 
 


^3/11 MGr Data entered into fields in the User record is not being retained or is being overwritten.  
We noticed that the when we enter the members level of certification in the appropriate drop down in the 
certifications tab are blank the next day. 


3/17 State We were able to experience this as well with a record today. This will be going to 
ImageTrend to investigate.  
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Alcohol and Drugs Use Indicators ........................................................................................................................................... 3 
AMA worksheet .................................................................................................................................................................... 13 
Assessment power tool ......................................................................................................................................................... 12 
Barriers to Patient Evaluation and Care Values ...................................................................................................................... 4 
Browser storage is full ........................................................................................................................................................... 13 
Cancelled calls still want many cardiac arrest values ............................................................................................................. 6 
Categories on longer lists confusing ....................................................................................................................................... 5 
Catheter size for IV under Procedures .................................................................................................................................. 11 
CMS service level does not show on any printed report ........................................................................................................ 7 
CMS service level does not show up on any report .............................................................................................................. 11 
Controlled Substances Tab you cannot enter mg, mcg, etc. ................................................................................................ 10 
Delete procedures and meds created in power tools ............................................................................................................ 5 
ECG tab or timeline ............................................................................................................................................................... 12 
EKG interpretation entries .................................................................................................................................................... 12 
Elite Field, times cannot be manually entered using the keyboard ..................................................................................... 13 
EMD Determinate ................................................................................................................................................................... 9 
Erroneous license expiration .................................................................................................................................................. 3 
Error message when trying to add or change columns in incident list ................................................................................... 6 
Errors under “More” on runform .......................................................................................................................................... 11 
Highest Level providers and equipment: ................................................................................................................................ 3 
How do you de-authorize a device for Field ........................................................................................................................... 5 
Importing EKG ....................................................................................................................................................................... 12 
Incident list display error ........................................................................................................................................................ 3 
Incident list running off screen ............................................................................................................................................... 6 
Incident Number and Response Number should be the same, but aren’t........................................................................... 4 
Incident number displayed on the report as the patient name ......................................................................................... 6, 9 
Intercepts and Validity ............................................................................................................................................................ 9 
IVR not listed as a choice for ECG rhythm ............................................................................................................................ 11 
Mandatory Fields .................................................................................................................................................................... 2 
Mandatory Fields –Signs and Symptoms ................................................................................................................................ 2 
Manual EKG interpretation ..................................................................................................................................................... 7 
Missing Items in Drop Down Menus ..................................................................................................................................... 14 
Narrow meds and procedures list visible:............................................................................................................................... 1 
Need visibility events added for transfers .............................................................................................................................. 4 
Nitroglycerin administration route ....................................................................................................................................... 12 
No BVM for O2 delivery ........................................................................................................................................................ 11 
No Validation triggering for crew if blank ............................................................................................................................... 6 
Osteoarthritis is wrongly spelled as Osteoarthritus ............................................................................................................. 11 
Other Service Provider ............................................................................................................................................................ 8 
Out of state hospitals added to facility list ............................................................................................................................. 4 
Patient race ........................................................................................................................................................................... 10 
PCR Printout not showing names in header on all pages ....................................................................................................... 6 
PDF cuts off the narrative after certain amount of characters ............................................................................................. 12 
Permission Group for our Wheel Chair Drivers ...................................................................................................................... 6 
Physio EKG import ................................................................................................................................................................... 8 
Physio EKG Import Date and time stamp ................................................................................................................................ 2 
Point of Care lab tests ............................................................................................................................................................. 9 
Power tools stuff in no order .................................................................................................................................................. 3 
Procedures on the Left Menu ................................................................................................................................................. 1 
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Procedures showing in Airway that aren’t airway procedures ............................................................................................... 4 
Protocols Used ........................................................................................................................................................................ 2 
Provider signature tab ............................................................................................................................................................ 9 
Pt 10 
Pt History Tab: missing sign/symptom .................................................................................................................................... 2 
Report access reasons not on yet .......................................................................................................................................... 4 
State Passwords ...................................................................................................................................................................... 2 
Sulfa Allergy .......................................................................................................................................................................... 12 
Syncope is spelled "syncopy" .................................................................................................................................................. 4 
Times are being flagged as out of sequence on cancelled calls .............................................................................................. 9 
Times on assessment power tool............................................................................................................................................ 7 
Transfer Medications VS 911 Medications ............................................................................................................................. 8 
Under IV-IO powertool ............................................................................................................................................................ 1 
Validation error with Pt Refused Eval and Care ...................................................................................................................... 1 
Validation for airway complications ....................................................................................................................................... 3 
Validations changing when report opened ............................................................................................................................. 7 
Vital signs you cannot view times for a reference ................................................................................................................ 10 
Working Diagnosis .................................................................................................................................................................. 2 
Zofran is spelled “Zophran” .................................................................................................................................................... 3 
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		2/29 CFD Procedures on the Left Menu

		2/29 Under IV-IO powertool

		2/29 CFD Narrow meds and procedures list visible:

		*2/29 CFD Validation error with Pt Refused Eval and Care

		2/29 CFD Mandatory Fields –Signs and Symptoms

		2/29 CFD Mandatory Reporting of “Barriers to Pt Evaluation”

		*2/29 CFD Protocols Used

		*2/29 CFD (Physio) EKG Import Date and time stamp

		2/29 CFD Pt History Tab: missing sign/symptom

		2/29 State Passwords

		2/29 State Erroneous license expiration date and message showing on security statement page:

		^2/29 State Power tools stuff in no order.

		3/1 MFD Alcohol and Drugs Use Indicators:

		^3/1 MFD Highest Level providers and equipment:

		3/1 State Validation for airway complications:

		3/1 DL Zofran is spelled “Zophran”

		^3/1 State Incident list display error;

		3/1 Dl Out of state hospitals added to facility list

		3/2 DL Incident Number and Response Number should be the same, but aren’t:

		*3/2 DL Report access reasons not on yet:

		3/2 DL Under Dispatch Reason, syncope is spelled "syncopy".

		*3/2 DL Need visibility events added for transfers.

		3/2 DL Barriers to Patient Evaluation and Care Values

		*3/2 DL Procedures showing in Airway that aren’t airway procedures:

		^3/2 DL Categories on longer lists confusing:

		^3/2 State Can’t delete procedures and meds created in power tools in the runform.

		*3/2 MGr How do you de-authorize a device for Field

		3/2 MGr Cancelled calls still want many cardiac arrest values.

		3/2 MGr No Validation triggering for crew if blank.

		*3/2 MGr Incident list running off screen on right on MAC, iPad and PC with FireFox.

		3/3 DL Is there any way to create a new Permission Group for our Wheel Chair Drivers?

		*^3/7 WDH PCR Printout not showing names in header on all pages

		3/6 CFD and State Users getting error message when trying to add or change columns in incident list

		3/6 CFD The CMS service level does not show on any printed report.

		3/6 CFD The manual EKG interpretation entries do not show on any printed report.

		*3/6 CFD Times on assessment power tool don’t match time in runform exam display:

		*3/6 CFD Validations changing when report opened, procedures added somehow.

		*3/6 CFD Physio EKG import not pulling everything in consistently and causing freezes:

		3/8 Other Service Provider options for Meds and Procedures

		*3/8 Transfer Medications VS 911 Medications

		*3/8 Times are being flagged as out of sequence on cancelled calls.

		*3/8 Point of Care lab tests

		*3/8 Intercepts and Validity

		^3/8 Incident number displayed on the report as the patient name

		^3/8 EMD Determinate

		3/8 Provider signature tab

		3/8 Race

		3/8 Option for Patient denies for allergies

		3/8 Vital Signs-viewing times of previous for reference

		*3/8 Controlled Substances Tab

		3/8 Suggested ECG Rhythm

		*3/8 BVM delivery

		*3/8 IV Procedure

		3/8 Spelling wrong

		3/8 Errors under “More” on runform

		3/8 CMS Service Level

		3/8 Manual EKG interpretation entries do not show on runform PDF

		*3/8 CFD Assessment power tool times:

		*3/8 When importing EKG by clicking “import selected” I get an error message most of the time and the vital/ekg doesn’t import.

		*3/8 It appears that the PDF cuts off the narrative after certain amount of characters.

		3/8 Nitroglycerin administration route defaults to PO instead of SL.

		*3/8 Timeline does not show specific procedure name

		3/8 Sulfa Allergy is not in the allergy list.

		*3/8 In Elite Field, times cannot be manually entered using the keyboard in vitals/procedures/power tools.

		*3/10 CFD Would like to have an AMA worksheet built much like the AMA sheet is in the old system.

		3/11 Browser storage is full

		*3/15 McG Missing Items in Drop Down Menus.

		*3/16 State Vitals Comments missing from Print Manager

		3/16 DL NH Hospital Missing from the facilities list

		3/16 DL/State QA/QI Report is missing from Report Writer

		*3/16 DL Some of the custom dispatch reasons from old system missing

		*3/16 DL Tablet keyboard pops up and covers text fields

		*3/16 State Town of Mont Vernon seems to be missing from Elite Viewer town permission list

		^3/16 State Requested Working diagnosis/impressions be added to Incident list column choices

		*3/16 State Provider role needs to be added to Med and Procedure Dynamic Power Tools

		*3/16 DL Add size to procedures DPTs for airway and IV

		*3/14 MGr Agency Operation Areas missing from runform

		*3/14 MGr Service defined questions missing

		*3/14 MGr Unable to enter patient address not in US, Mexico, or Canada

		*3/14 MGr Narrative doesn't auto save - we have had numerous complaints of people losing narratives.

		*3/14 MGr Zoll EKG Import Issues

		*3/14 MGr Missing Options in Dropdown Menus:

		*3/14 MGr Temp auto-converts to C, can't see F when you're typing

		*3/14 MGr Form Requires date in every field –

		*3/14 MGr Unable to copy patients address to guardian/NOK address

		*3/14 MGr Symptom onset requires exact date and time which not always available or able to be estimated.

		*3/14 MGr Ability to note medication list attached as photo

		*3/14 MGr APGAR score shows as an option in vital signs even for adult patients

		3/14 MGr When adding a procedure, med or vital you cannot simultaneously see the timeline

		3/14 MGr "Date/Time Procedure Performed" when entering a procedure - can populate time from "On Scene" or "Patient Arrival" but not leave scene.

		3/14 MGr "Role/Type of Person Performing the Procedure" does not auto-populate based on person.

		*3/14 MGr Patient Refusal of Transport still asks for all transport information but does not flag as missing.

		*3/14 MGr Loaded miles Entry and Display issue

		*3/14 MGr Vitals Powertool Crew Members / Date & Time displays twice

		*3/14 MGr Keyboard on iPad covers some of the touch-friendly when searching a multi-select list

		^3/11 MGr Data entered into fields in the User record is not being retained or is being overwritten.






 


 
 
As the physician medical director of the candidate whose name is listed above for paramedic re-
entry, I do hereby affix my signature certifying that the candidate has demonstrated entry-level 
competence as a paramedic.  
 
I further stipulate that I have ensured that the candidate:  


• is educated to the minimal paramedic competency levels of care outlined in the National 
EMS Scope of Practice Model,  


• is able to perform individual paramedic skills and can integrate those skills into scene and 
patient management, 


• has demonstrated sufficient competence to return to active paramedic status, and 
• is prepared to provide competent and safe emergency medical care at the paramedic level. 


 
Paramedic skills and competencies which have been mastered and assessed include, but are not 
limited to the following: 


1. Patient assessment/management:  medical and trauma patient(s) 
2. Ventilator management skills/knowledge:  adjuncts, oxygen delivery, alternative 


airways, endotracheal intubation, chest decompression/cricothyroidotomy 
3. Cardiac arrest management:  AED, megacode & EKG recognition/set-up, therapeutic 


modalities 
4. Hemorrhage control & splinting procedures 
5. IV therapy & IO therapy:  medication administration 
6. OB/Gynecologic skills/knowledge 
7. Other related skills/knowledge:  radio communications, reporting writing & 


documentation 
 
I support the candidate’s advancement to the National Registry of EMT’s re-entry certification 
and licensure process as a paramedic provider.  As of the date of this request, the candidate has 
completed and shown successful completion of all prerequisite courses and credentials as 
outlined by the National Registry of EMT’s and is ready to sit for the cognitive and psychomotor 
exams. 





